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Severity Rating: HIGH

Software Affected

·         Microsoft Edge (Edge HTML-based).

·         Microsoft Internet Explorer 10.

·         Microsoft Chakra Core.

·         Windows Server 2019.

Overview

Multiple vulnerabilities have been reported in Microsoft browsers and

ChakraCore scripting engine, which could be exploited by a remote attacker

to bypass security restrictions and execute arbitrary code on the targeted

system.

Description

1. Scripting Engine Memory Corruption Vulnerability ( CVE-2020-1096 )

A remote code execution vulnerability exist in Internet Explorer PDF reader

due to improper handling of objects in the memory by the scripting engine.

An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by hosting specially crafted

website or websites that accept or host user provided content and convince

user to view these websites.
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Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

execute arbitrary code with the privileges of the current user. If the

current user is logged on as an administrator, it may allow the attacker to

take full control of the system.

2. Chakra Scripting Engine Memory Corruption Vulnerability (CVE-2020-1037,

CVE-2020-1065 )

Multiple remote code execution vulnerabilities exist in Microsoft Edge due

to improper handling of objects in the memory by the scripting engine. An

attacker could exploit this vulnerability by hosting specially crafted

website or websites that accept or host user provided content and convince

user to view these websites.

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

execute arbitrary code with the privileges of the current user. If the

current user is logged on as an administrator, it may allow the attacker to

take full control of the system.

3. Microsoft Edge Elevation of Privilege Vulnerability ( CVE-2020-1056 )

This vulnerability exists in Microsoft Edge due to improper enforcement of

cross-domain policies which could allow an attacker to access information

from one domain and inject it into another. An attacker could exploit this

vulnerability by hosting specially crafted website or by embedding

specially crafted content in websites that accept or host user provided

content and convince user to view these websites.

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

elevate privileges in affected versions of Edge.

4. Microsoft Edge Spoofing Vulnerability (CVE-2020-1059)

This vulnerability exists in Microsoft Edge due to improper parsing of http



content which could allow an attacker to redirect the user to specially

crafted website. An attacker could exploit this vulnerability by hosting

specially crafted website or by embedding specially crafted content in

websites that accept or host user provided content and convince user to

view these websites.

Successful exploitation of this vulnerability could allow the attacker to

elevate privileges in affected versions of Edge.

 

Solution

Apply appropriate patches as mentioned in Microsoft Security Bulletin

https://portal.msrc.microsoft.com/en-US/security-guidance
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Thanks and Regards,

CERT-In

"  Be clean! Be healthy! "
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